
Marion Satherley <marionawayfromhome@gmail.com>

FW: Subdivision Consenting Process Native Trees Mapua. Response required please 

Dennis Bush-King <Dennis.Bush-King@tasman.govt.nz> Mon, Dec 14, 2020 at 11:14 AM
To: MDCA <info@ourmapua.org>
Cc: Janine Dowding <Janine.Dowding@tasman.govt.nz>, Julie Halsey <Julie.Halsey@tasman.govt.nz>

Good morning Marion

 

I can accept that a very literal interpreta�on of the NES and the Guidance Notes might suggest that any land use change from orchard to open pasture to land which is worked over, is a land use
change that should be caught.  However, this is not how we apply the regula�ons.  For one, produc�on land is exempted so a change from orchard land to open pasture with a few sheep on does
not get caught.  Also, as explained, ac�vi�es which are otherwise permi�ed by the Council’s district plan do not trigger an NES assessment un�l such point as an applica�on for resource consent is
required.  A zoning change in itself does not trigger such an assessment although is might alter the applicable permi�ed standards but as stated, staff have not deemed any of the works
undertaken so far to be outside the permi�ed rules.

 

Hope this helps although I know it is not what you would necessarily agree with.

 

Dennis Bush-King

 

 

 

   
Dennis Bush‑King
Environment and Planning Manager
DDI +64 3 543 8430  |   Mobile +64 27 431 0317  |   Dennis.Bush-King@tasman.govt.nz
Private Bag 4, Richmond 7050, NZ 

This e-mail message and any attached files may contain confidential information, and may be subject to
legal professional privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 

From: MDCA <info@ourmapua.org>  
Sent: Monday, 14 December 2020 9:41 am 
To: Dennis Bush-King <Dennis.Bush-King@tasman.govt.nz> 
Cc: Janine Dowding <Janine.Dowding@tasman.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: Subdivision Consen�ng Process Na�ve Trees Mapua. Response required please

 

Good morning Denis,

I am following up on the email below in the hope I will receive a response in time for the MDCA Public Meeting tonight.

Kind Regards

Marion Satherley

MDCA Chair

 

On 2020-12-03 19:15, MDCA wrote:

Good morning Denis,

Thank you for your reply and for answering the questions asked of you.

However, as one is trying to fully comprehend a situation, as in this case, answers can often be followed by more questions.

I have done some research to understand the HAIL register category 'V' which applies to the property at 166 Mapua Drive via TDC's website. On the website not only does it
explain the categories, it also contained many other guidelines for HAIL registered properties.

One of the guidelines was titled 'Changes to land use and Subdivision of Potentially Hazardous Land' and it went on to say 'When a land use change or subdivision is
contemplated for potentially hazardous land it is important to consider the proposed future use of the land and how it might be affected by the presence of contaminants.
Changes from other land use to residential use are of particular importance because of the greater potential to impact human health.

It also stated 'In the Tasman District historic orcharding and former sheep dips are land uses that are most likely to have contaminated the soil with persistent pesticides
exceeding residential soil guidelines'

I also skim read the 'Users Guide' for the 'National Environmental Standards for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health'.

In 1.2.1 of this document it talks about 'a need for uniform controls' and in 1.2.2 'a need for consistent standards'
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1.4 covers 'When the NES Applies'. this states 'NES applies to assessing and managing the actual or potential adverse affects of contaminants in soil on human health
from five activities:- Subdivision; land-use change; soil disturbance, soil sampling; and removing fuel storage systems'.

Three of these five activities (subdivision, land-use change, and soil disturbance) all apply to 166 Mapua Drive.

2.3.3 deals with 'Subdividing land or changing land-use as a permitted activity'. This states 'Regulation 8(4) allows land-use change ore subdivision of a piece of land
where it cane be demonstrated it is highly unlikely that there will be a risk to human health given the intended activity. Highly unlikely should be interpreted in a plain
English way to mean, a high probability that there is no serious or real and substantial risk.'

166 Mapua Drive had a long history as a working orchard. Several years ago the land was sold and purchased by a developer who removed all the fruit trees, and in doing
so, changed the land-use.

Again, several years ago the zoning of this land also changed to 'deferred residential'

At this point, not only did the land-use change, but because it was purchased by a developer  indicated a clear intention the land would be subdivided at some stage in
the future.

So given all these changes can you please explain:-

1. Why the removal of the fruit trees that effective changed the land-use from productive to non-productive, with a zoning change to deferred residential, and the change
of ownership did not flag a land-use change under the 'National Environmental Standards'?

2. With this land-use and zoning change how can the landowners legitimately undertake extensive earthworks when the contamination risks are not known nor the
contamination locations identified?

There is nothing I read that states a land-use change is governed by a subdivision application. In fact, it states 'When a land-use change or subdivision..' which implies
these two very different situations and two very different measures.

Yet it does not appear they are being treated nor identified differently. And as a result it opens up a huge loophole for sub dividers to undertake extensive earthworks
prior to lodging an application with the potential of risking human health.

The exact situation the NES was designed to avoid.

I understand this email trail may appear that we are being pedantic, however, with the water and wastewater upgrade progressing speedily, Mapua is on the possible cusp
of many more subdivision applications being made, many of which will be on ex-orchard land. It is extremely important moving forward that this loophole is closed not
only for the future health of our communities residents but also to ensure our significant trees are protected from being poisoned.

MDCA have a public meeting on Monday 14th December and I would appreciate it if I could receive your response no later than Friday the 11th December.

Kind Regards
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